Gettin’
Trig
Happy
Celebrate the 80th
anniversary of the map
network by “bagging” a trig
by FIONA RUSSELL
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HERE are many hundreds of them dotted across the
Scottish countryside – and thousands in the British
Isles. They never move and have been in place for
at least five decades. For walkers, they are instantly
recognisable and frequently offer a beacon when hiking to
a hill summit.
Yet while the triangulation (“trig”) pillar has become a
quintessential British landmark, so many people will walk
to – and past – the concrete monoliths never
understanding why they are there.
This year, the UK’s mapping agency Ordnance Survey
(OS), which led the installation of the huge and

widespread trigs network in Britain, wants to change this.
To mark the 80th anniversary of the installation of trig
pillars, the organisation is challenging more walkers and
cyclists to go “bag a trig”.
Each time that someone reaches a trig pillar, OS hopes
they will remember the relevance of the historic
geographic markers. They also want people to post photos
of trig bagging on Twitter and Instagram with the hashtag
#TrigPillar80.
Gemma Nelson, of OS, reveals the collective
importance of trig pillars in the UK. She said, “These trigs
form the heart of one of the world’s most significant 20th
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century map-making projects, the Retriangulation of
Great Britain.
“Between the 1930s and 1960s, some 6500-plus
triangulation pillars were installed across the British Isles
and created the basis of the OS maps used today.
“In this special anniversary year, we want to get more
people bagging a trig, or bagging many trigs.”
It was on April 18, 1936, that the first pillar was
erected near Cold Ashby, Northamptonshire. It was the
first trig in a re-mapping scheme created by OS
cartographer and mathematician Brigadier Martin Hotine
and known as the Retriangulation of Great Britain.
Before the thirties, maps had been created using
Principal Triangulation. Although based on the same
mathematical process, the process amounted to a
piecemeal collection of less accurate localised
observations.
With the rapid development of the UK following the

First World War, it was decided that a more modern and
unified mapping system was needed.
Hotine also designed the iconic trig pillar to provide a
solid base for the theodolites used by the survey teams to
improve the accuracy of their mathematical readings.
Gemma explained, “Triangulation works by ��

DID YOU KNOW?
The Ordnance Survey emerged in the aftermath
of the Jacobite rising leading to the Battle of
Culloden in 1746. It was developed when Prince
William, Duke of Cumberland, realised there
wasn’t a good map of the Scottish Highlands to
allow him to track down dissenters.
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Six trigs to bag
in Scotland
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Britain’s
top trig
bagger

A TRIG pillar in Fife
marked the end of a
14-year mission to bag
every existing pillar in
Britain. On April 16,
2016, Rob Woodall
walked to his final trig
point on Benarty Hill
at 356m/1167ft.
Rob (left), of
Peterborough, has
completed a list of
6190 trigs (see www.
fionaoutdoors.co.uk)
and celebrated his
achievement with 29
friends and fellow trig
baggers.
He said, “It’s been
a great adventure to
walk to and to try to
discover all the
remaining trig pillars. I
have visited some very
remote places.” An
OS spokesperson
described Rob’s quest
as a “seriously
impressive
achievement.”
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Staffa trig is located on the remote, uninhabited
Scottish island made famous by Fingal’s Cave. See
trigpointing.uk/trig/6142

Duncryne Hill is known locally as the Dumpling.
It might be only 141m/465ft above sea level but
the views over Loch Lomond and its many islands,
are stunning.
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Cairn Table,
at Kames,
Muirkirk, is a
fairly easy-going
hill climb in
Ayrshire. The
views from the
trig pillar at
592m/1945ft are
spectacular and
can reach as far
as the Isle of
Arran to the west
and Ben Lomond
to the north.
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One of the
two Munros,
Bidein a’Ghlas
Thuill, on the
An Teallach
ridge, near
Dundonnell,
offers a fabulous
and challenging
trig bag. See
www.
walkhighlands.
co.uk/ullapool/
anteallach.
shtml

FIVE facts about trigs
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Like an iceberg, there is a large part of the
trig pillar below the surface.
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Ben Ledi is
a popular
mountain hike
near Callander. It
claims the title
as the highest
mountain in the
Trossachs area of
Loch Lomond
National Park.
There is a trig
pillar located at
the 879m/2883ft
top. See www.
walkhighlands.
co.uk/corbetts/
ben-ledi

The highest trig pillar sits on the top of Ben
Nevis in the Scottish Highlands.
Pictures: IAN MARTIN, PHIL TURNER, ALAMY

determining the location of a point by measuring angles to
it from known points at either end of a fixed baseline. In
this case, those known points were the 6500-plus trig
pillars that were installed over a period of 26 years.”
Although today the trigs are largely redundant as a
mapping system, replaced instead by GPS technologies,
thousands of pillars still exist.
To walk – or cycle – to a trig simply find one on a map.
They are indicated by tiny light blue triangles on OS
Landranger and Explorer maps. While some offer an easy
going stroll, others form the basis of a more challenging
mountain hike.
You could start with one of the Scottish trigs detailed in
Trig Pillar Trail Challenge launched by OS. See
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/blog/the-trig-pillar-trailchallenge-trigpillar80/

The lowest trig pillar is at Little Ouse, sited at
-1m, Cambridgeshire, England.

Trig pillars are mostly made of concrete and
form truncated square pyramids or obelisks
tapering towards the top.
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A lovely coastal walk from Portree on the Isle of
Skye heads to a trig, Ben Tianavaig, at
413m/1354ft. A book Trig Point Walks on the Isle of
Skye suggests 56 walks with trig viewpoints.
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In Scotland, there are some pillars called
Vanessas, which are taller, cylindrical
concrete pillars.
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